HeatSaver ™ Insulating Drum Wrap Blanket
Helps Prevent Loss of Drum Heat
Included FREE! TopHat™ Drum Top Insulated Cover!

Now Safely Insulate Your Drum in any Season...
Benefits & Advantages







HeatSaver™ helps maintain your preferred temperature
EasyMount belt closure for quick, secure, safe mounting
Cover port permits easy access to the drum bung hole
Works with industrial drum heaters of all kinds*
Single wall insulation (also available in double wall insulation)
Included FREE, easy mounting, insulated drum-top cover

Model No. DM-55DPB/1W,

Drum Protection Blanket, single wall
With FREE insulated drum-top cover, and EasyMount Belt Closure

Model No. DM-55DPB/2W,

Insulate
that
Drum!

Drum Protection Blanket, double wall
With FREE insulated drum-top cover, and EasyMount Belt Closure

This super-strong, heavy duty insulating blanket has a durable vinyl
outer jacket ready to protect 55 gallon (220 liter) metal or plastic drums.
from cooling. The HeatSaver™ can help keep your drum at the
temperature you prefer much better if sheltered from cold weather, and
when used in conjunction with the appropriate drum heater. An integral
insulating layer helps direct the existing heat energy almost entirely
inward toward the drum’s contents.
*NOTE: This blanket may not fit over certain drum cartridges or band heaters
due to components attached to the heater element that add girth beyond the
blanket fitting capacity. DRUM-MATES does not encourage cutting the blanket.
Any blanket trimming or adjustment is the sole responsibility and liability of the
buyer or end user.

EasyMount™ Wrap Closure
™

The EasyMount belt closure provides easy, trouble-free,
mounting and easy dismounting from drum-to-drum. It quickly
cinch-straps up for best fit and maximum tightness to the
drum wall reducing the possibility of thermal loss. This
durable, light weight insulated covering is ideal for both indoor
and outdoor use (sheltered from weather).

Optional Transfer Accessories
 Drum Dispensing Pumps
 Hand Dispensing Nozzle
 Bung-mount Dispensing Hose
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